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ESCUELA DE NATACIÓN Y WATERPOLO

POOL SPORTS

PRECIOS

The Brains swimming school was started in 1998 as a personal project of the founder of the Brains 
Schools, MANUEL SANCHEZ SANCHEZ. Don Manuel, cemented his educational criteria on the bases of 
intellectual and sports education, indulging each of these aspects equally. From this focus students 
in our Swimming School develop a range of all the sports disciplines that can be practiced in a semi- 
Olympic pool (25 x 12.5).

We are not a classic swimming school; we utilize the aquatic environment and develop all its possibilities 
in an environment of friendship and fun. 

Regarding our sporting successes, we have Madrid champions, National medallists, world champions, 
but above all, exceptional athletes and teachers who make our School a great family that enjoys sport.

 » SWIMMING  
Our goal is to teach new generations swimming with the 
best possible technique within a work environment based on 
camaraderie and passion for this sport. 

 » ARTISTIC SWIMMING  
What we like the most about this sport is working as a team, 
fostering friendship and unity among swimmers, enjoying each 
training session, getting students to always enter and leave the 
facility with a smile on their face. 

 » ADULTS SWIMMING AND OPEN WATERS 
Swimming in open water is a discipline that is increasingly 
accepted by swimmers. as we all say, “it is swimming in the 
open air at last”. At Brains Swimming School we are always 
ready for any sporting challenge and when we find challenges as 
stimulating as those offered by the sea, we just can’t refuse. 

 » WATERPOLO  
We want each player, in addition to learning the specific 
techniques of the sport, to find their own passion to build their 
life project.

SWIMMING SCHOOL from 155€/quarterly
WATERPOLO SCHOOL from 185€/quarterly
COMBINED
(Swimming + water polo / swimming + 
synchro)

from 230€/quarterly

ADULTS from 48€/quarterly
FREE SWIM PASS 55€/quarterly


